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Introduction
Following the commissioning by Hassocks Amenity Association of Archibald Shaw’s report entitled
“Report on Local Surface Water Flooding –Parklands Road, Hassocks”, the Ouse & Adur Rivers Trust
(OART) were approached to provide comment on the proposed scheme within this report which was
focused on the creation of an embankment on the Stream banks as it flows through the town,
specifically along the length of gardens belonging to property in Parklands Road just upstream of
Spitalford Bridge.
One of the constraints to the movement of water through Hassocks, also highlighted in the above
report, is Spitalford Bridge in the centre of Hassocks on Keymer Road (B2116). Currently the Bridge
has the capacity to allow 3.3 cumecs (cubic meters per second) of water to pass through it at any
given time through the main culvert (3.0 cumecs) and an overflow pipe (0.3 cumecs). The Archibald
Shaw report estimates peak flows for a 1:100 year event to be 6.6 cumecs, or twice the capacity of
the bridge, and these events are seemingly occurring with greater frequency than the 1:100 year
return suggests. Therefore, it is the opinion of the author that the proposed embankment will not, as
a standalone project, be sufficient to alleviate the issues currently being experienced in Parklands
Avenue and the wider Hassocks community. Certainly a number of further investigations would need
to be undertaken to assess the impact of an embankment both up- and downstream of the Bridge. It
is also unlikely that any major changes could be implemented within the structure of Spitalford
Bridge itself, to dramatically increase the capacity, due to the complexity, cost, consents and
disruption which would inevitably be caused by such a project. However, both of the above should
be investigated and considered as part of a multi-faceted approach to reducing the occurrence of
localised flooding.
OART has agreed, in partnership with Hassocks Amenity Association and HKD Energy, to look at a
suite of options across the watercourses which traverse the town. These options would look to 1]
slow the rate at which water enters the channel upstream of the bridge, 2] slow the flow rate within
the channel(s) to increase the time taken for water to reach the bridge and 3] look for opportunities
to re-connect the river with its natural floodplain. This “Natural Flood Management” approach, if
feasible, will provide increased resilience to the residents of Hassocks against the impact of heavy
rainfall events and provide cost effective flood mitigation and ecological enhancement to the
network of watercourses which surround and enter the urban areas.
The following report details recommendations for the first of a proposed three walkover surveys of
watercourses entering the Herring Stream upstream of Spitalford Bridge. The site visit was
undertaken on 12 January 2016 with representatives from the Woodland Trust, HKD Energy,
Hassocks Amenity Association and the Landowners of Lagg Wood. This visit was undertaken during a
period of receding water levels following heavy rainfall in the previous 48 hours and a second visit
during low flows is required. No other party has been consulted in respect of these suggestions and
therefore it should be appreciated that, at this stage, this constitutes a wish list to take to further
consultation as opposed to a set project proposal.
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Study Area
The town of Hassocks sits at the edge of the South Downs National Park within the Mid Sussex
District of West Sussex. A number of chalk fed headstreams flow across the landscape, joining the
Herring Stream at various points within the urbanised area. A number of these watercourses have
their confluence with the main channel upstream of Spitalford Bridge with some being culverted
under the town. On 12th January an observational walkover survey was undertaken from the northeast corner of Butchers Wood (TQ30519 14985) upstream to where the Lagg Stream is culverted
under the railway embankment (TQ30063 14519 - marked “issues” on the map) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Showing the town of Hassocks and its associated watercourses. Spitalford Bridge is shown as the brown square
(centre) and the watercourse(s) assessed in this report are shown as the red line.

Following this walkover, the section from the confluence of the two southern feeder streams
(TQ30650 15144) to the north east corner of Butchers Wood was observed by the author,
completing the red lined section shown in figure one. Whilst this report details options for
consideration as part of a landscape scale flood mitigation scheme, it is not depicting a definitive
solution or suggesting that this work alone would solve the current occurrence and impact of
flooding within the town and it is suggested that similar site visits and defining of options be
undertaken on the remaining watercourses.
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Butchers Wood
Pond Creation
As the landowners for this site, the Woodland Trust have recently (2015) re-instated a retention
pond at the north east boundary. This 6m x 10m area acts to capture water as it flows down and
through the woodland area (Fig. 2) rather than flowing straight into the Herring Stream.

Fig. 2. The retention pond re-instated by the Woodland Trust at the North East corner of Butchers Wood.

There is the potential, subject to agreement with the Woodland Trust, to create a series of these
retention ponds in the immediate upstream area to the existing one (Fig. 3). These should be
designed to capture and hold water from the surrounding landscape as well as slowing the flow of
surface water once an out of bank event has occurred from the Herring Stream channel. The area of
each pond should be maximised to attenuate as much flow as possible within the bounds of
acceptability to the landowner and will be dependent on underlying geology. There is an obvious
increasing benefit to the amount of water that can be held with increasing size of pond (table 1) and
any such feature should be created with maximum retention in mind.
Length (m)
5
5
10
10
10
10

Width (m)
3
3
6
6
7
7

Depth (m)
0.33
0.67
0.67
1
0.67
1

Capacity (litres)
4,950
10,050
39,600
60,000
46,200
70,000

Capacity (m³)
4.95
10.05
39.60
60.00
46.20
70.00

Table 1. Showing increasing water storage capacity through small scale changes in pond dimension.

As shown in the table above small changes to the size of ponds can have a considerable effect on the
amount of water which can be stored (note a 5 x 3 x 0.33m pond does not hold half the amount of
water of a 10 x 6 x 0.67m pond). As such it is suggested that two to three larger scale ponds be
created within the available space as opposed to a number of smaller ponds. Three additional 10m x
6m x 0.67m ponds would provide up to 118,800 litres of additional storage. The general location of
these ponds is shown in figure three, although the precise locations require further investigation and
the clearance of some vegetation.
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Fig. 3. (Left) land identified for pond creation with minimal clearance. (Right) scrub clearance would be required to create a
third (southern) pond.

Fig. 4. Showing locations of potential pond creation within Butchers Wood. The existing pond is also shown. The orange
area requires little work whilst the paler colour indicates some level of scrub removal would be required.

Hillside Grips
An additional option which would slow the movement of water across the landscape would involve
some small scale interventions on the hill slopes of Butchers Wood to the west of the proposed pond
creation sites. Butchers Wood is enjoyed by the public and dog walkers who can access the
numerous paths within the woodland. A combination of the inevitably boggy paths created through
wet weather and recreational use (which can encourage the formation of desire paths), along with
the natural movement of water down the hillside will, over time, create small streams and channels
taking surface flow the quickest route to the channel (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Examples of down slope surface water movement within Butchers Wood.

A number of methods could be used to resolve the streaming effect which is currently facilitating the
rapid movement of surface water towards the river channel and will, over time, exacerbate erosion
and sediment input to the stream. Whilst a number of methods can be investigated and discussed, in
essence the goal would be to achieve one of two things. Firstly to divert the water off of its current
course through cutting grips (shallow channels running perpendicular to the existing) or placement
of large pieces of wood (which could be sourced on site), which will move water away from bare
ground back into vegetated areas, slowing and filtering it (Fig. 6). If feasible and current topography
allows this water could be channelled into a hillside retention pond to further increase the time
taken to reach the Herring Stream channel.

Fig. 6. Grips (shallow trenches) or logs placed across the path of water will act to divert the flow into
vegetated areas. Alternate angling will disperse the water over a wider area.

The second option, which is more effective on deeper channels, is to use leaky walls to hold water
back within the channel. These can be made using rocks, logs or boards to block the channel or with
woody debris/hessian bags (although these require maintenance and replacement) stuffed with
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woodchip. These will overtop at a given level of water and as such a series of these in a line would
work best to slow the movement of water (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. On slightly deeper channels woody debris, logs, planks or hessian bags can be used to “block”
the ditch line, holding back water and slowing the flow.

Woodbine Cottage
At the southern boundary of Butchers Wood is a property marked Woodbine Cottage on the
Ordnance Survey maps. At this point a footpath crosses the river, however, at the time of the
walkover this path was impassable due to being flooded (Fig. 8)

Fig. 8. Flooding at the footpath to the south of Butchers Wood (the footpath sign can be seen in the red ellipse in the left
hand photo) making the area impassable.

It is possible that this could be formalised into an area of water retention during periods of high
flow. Although further investigation would be required, especially in regards to any potential impact
at Woodbine Cottage and how the system would function in periods of low flow, in principle a small
raised embankment could be constructed across the channel, raising the height of the footpath and
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retaining water upstream (Fig. 9). This would most likely need to have pipes bored or buried through
it to allow water to flow through but at a slower rate than currently being seen. Further discussion
would need to be had with the owners of Woodbine Cottage and the Rights of Way department of
West Sussex County Council to establish future liabilities and obtain engineering input as to their
requirements in order for public access to be maintained.

Fig. 9. Indicative location of potential embankment upstream of Woodbine Cottage. Further investigation is required
as to the feasibility of this idea in terms of permissions, impact and future liabilities.

Lagg Wood
Just upstream from Woodbine Cottage is Lagg Wood where a series of grips, as discussed above,
could be created to slow the flow of surface water into the stream.

Fig. 10. Examples in Lagg Wood where grips could be installed as discussed above as part of Butchers Wood.
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In-channel Options
The Herring Stream and Lagg Stream are chalk fed and as such form a nationally and internationally
rare habitat which must be considered in conjunction with in-channel works. The main opportunities
within the channel consist of forming woody debris dams at strategic locations along the course of
the stream(s). These would act to slow flow within the channel whilst not forming a complete
blockage (Fig. 11 & 12).

Fig. 11. Note the “leaky” flow through the fence line whilst the main channel is moving quickly.

©Environment Agency 2016
Fig. 12. Woody debris dam constructed in headwaters of stream in Essex.

These features would be constructed along the length of the watercourse with indicative locations
shown in figure 13.
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Fig. 13. Showing indicative locations for debris dam placement to slow flows in the Lagg and Herring Streams.

It is important to install a number of these features to have an impact on reducing flows and they
must be firmly fixed in place to prevent them washing down the stream and causing a blockage
elsewhere. Over time debris will gather behind the wooden structures and may need to be cleared
to allow water to continue to pass through. Fish passage must also be considered although as this
site is located at the very top of the sub-catchment with numerous obstructions downstream of
Hassocks it is unlikely that these proposals will be detrimental to any aspect of the Water
Framework Directive in regards to impoundment of water or fish passage.
Land to the East of the Herring Stream and Lagg Stream
Whilst walking through both Butchers Wood and Lagg Wood the author was able to observe the land
on the opposite (eastern) bank and think of potential enhancements which could be undertaken to
compliment those on the western side of the streams. It should be noted that no conversation or
engagement has been undertaken with the landowners of the opposite bank and as such this section
should be considered as a collection of thoughts and ideas rather than definitive recommendations.
The annotated map (Fig 14) shows some thoughts for this area.
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Fig. 14. Potential options and indicative locations of enhancements to the eastern bank of the Herring Stream.

The options shown in figure 14 need further investigation and discussion with the landowner prior to
moving the project forward. This land appears to be predominantly grassland used for livestock
grazing and suddenly slopes away as it gets closer to the river; it is on these slopes or the tops of
them that work is suggested. Increasing the existing woodland block at the confluence of the Herring
Stream and Lagg Stream would slow the movement of water across this land, just upstream of
Woodbine Cottage. A contour bund acts to capture water on the hillside and let it slowly overtop the
bund which can be an earth mound (and as such has very low impact on existing land use) or created
as a leaky wall (Fig. 15). Hedgerow planting just below the top of the slope would also act to slow
and absorb water as it moves towards the channel.
©Wilkinson et al (2010)

©River Restoration Centre

Fig. 15. Leaky walls help to retain water on the hillside slope, reducing the velocity and volume of water reaching
the channel. The examples in the picture are approximately 1.5 – 2.0 foot tall.
* Left hand picture is taken from Wilkinson M, Quinn P and Welton P (2010) Runoff management during the September 2008
floods in the Belford catchment, Northumberland. Journal of Flood Risk Management 3 285–95
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Fig. 16. Principles of runoff attenuation on hill slopes through a diversity of features, each providing individual benefits and
a combination of measures giving the highest retention rate.

Summary & Next Steps
A number of opportunities have been observed and highlighted within this document to attenuate
flows on the Herring Stream and Lagg Stream as part of a landscape scale plan to reduce the impact
and occurrence of flood events in Hassocks (Fig. 17). It is unlikely that a sole intervention will make a
noticeable impact on local flood risk; however, a range of measures to slow the movement of water
across the landscape which include some, if not all, of those suggested herein are likely to have a
positive cumulative effect. Some of the ideas contained above could be implemented in a relatively
short timeframe, subject only to landowner permission and funding being available. The Ouse &
Adur Rivers Trust have a volunteer task group who would be willing and able to construct debris
dams and grips as well as undertake any tree planting as agreed to. The cost would be in the
excavation of new ponds in Butchers Wood and the necessary clearance of materials to be able to
undertake this work. It was mentioned during the site visit but another consideration would be in
access to the site which stays wet for much of the year. Obviously it has been accessed previously to
excavate the first pond but timing of this work would be critical.
The next steps would be to begin the process of obtaining landowner consent for the various pieces
of work. It is the understanding of the author that there would be four landowners to consider which
includes the owners of Lagg Wood, Butchers Wood, Woodbine Cottage and the land to the east of
the river. Once confirmation is obtained from landowners of their willingness to allow changes to be
undertaken a programme of works can be established with, it is hoped, the majority of works
undertaken during 2016. Whilst this site is being progressed and options narrowed to form a
delivery programme, further investigation is required along the other two watercourses entering the
Herring Stream upstream of Spitalford Bridge (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 17. Overview of all options for the Herring Stream and Lagg Stream observed during the site visit.

Fig. 18. The watercourses of Hassocks with those needing to be assessed shown in red.
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